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Following methodological principles given in [1], the 

complex approach was developed being together 

evolutionarily biological, phenomenological, and 

speculative one [4]. In result the basic factors defining all 

human mentality’s appearances were revealed, namely 

the cognitive principle of tolerance (CPT) and the 

shortage of panoramic thinking (SPT). All the human 

history may be then seen as overcoming the SPT [3] with 

cognitive tolerant inclusions (CTIs) being admissible due 

to CPT. The human manner to joke is then as-if 

overcoming SPT with help of new unexpected, unusual, 

even foolish CTIs to emerge comic effect [6]. It is proved 

that the CTI is as the universal mechanism of all 

psychical processes as well as the instrument for the 

cognition [4] being because of this one of them. Some 

particular form of the CTI appears to be psycho-

physiological tolerant inclusions (PPTIs) what are for us 

to gain the life experience, learn, and be socially 

behaving [4, 5]. The idea is grounded that the PPTI has 

an analogue in the intrinsic mental space, thus the 

intuition as a kind of the mental life experience may be 

gained in there with the intrinsic tolerant inclusions for 

cognitive insight to be easier accessible [5].  The 

presented apparatus for theoretical psychology and 

cognitive science permits them to adopt the civilization 

challenge of survival and sustainable development [3, 2] 



for to make for achieving this double goal. SPT to be 

complex heterogeneous phenomenon [4, 2] needs first 

much theoretical efforts for it to be studied for the world 

education system to get methodological guiding lines for 

renewed world education how to change its obsolete 

paradigm “to teach the knowledge” onto the new, “to 

teach and learn overcoming SPT” at all educational 

levels.   
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